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Abstract:

Real time transient stability analysis is a challenging computing problem. In order to
speed up the solution of this problem, parallel processing technologies have been
applied. In this paper, the implementation of parallel algorithms for power system
transient stability analysis (TSA) on parallel microprocessors is described. Test
simulations are performed for a large-scale power system using MATLAB/SIMULINK
model. Results for both proposed method and conventional method are presented to
show the identification of the proposed algorithms.
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1. Introduction:

An important problem in power systems is stability. Many major recent blackouts,
caused by power system instability, show the importance of this phenomenon. Transient
stability has been the dominant stability problem on most systems, and has been the
focus of much of the industry's attention concerning system stability assessment.
Transient stability assessment is concerned with the behavior of the synchronous
machines after they have been perturbed following a large disturbance in a system. A
variety of transient stability assessment methods which including time domain solutions,
extended equal area criteria, and direct stability methods such as transient energy
function are discussed in [2,3,5,6,10].
In the time domain simulation method, the initial system state is obtained from the pre-
fault system. This is the starting point used for the integration of the fault-on dynamic
equations. After the fault is cleared, the post-fault dynamic equations are numerically
integrated. The machine angles may be plotted versus time and analyzed. If these angles
are bounded, the system is stable, otherwise it is unstable.
On the one hand, time domain simulation provides the most accurate approach for
determining the transient stability of the system. This method allows flexible modeling
of components. However, it is computationally intensive and not suitable for online
application. On the other hand, a direct method in TSA offers the opportunity of
assessing the transient stability of power systems without explicitly solving differential
equations. Therefore, they are computationally fast and suitable for real-time transient
stability analysis. However, they require significant approximations which limit
modeling accuracy [1].
In this paper another method for online transient stability assessment of large scale
power systems is proposed. The method is based on an exact mathematical
transformation of an n-machine system into n-equivalent single machine-to equivalent
bus (SMEB) system equations. Then implementing the derived parallel algorithms for
power system TSA on parallel microprocessors using MATLAB/SIMULINK model for
system simulation [4,11]. Thus a considerable reduction in computational simulation
time is obtained and approaching the online simulation [6-9,11,12,17].

2. Proposed Method Algorithms:

A large-scale multimachine electrical power system is considered to derive a detailed
mathematical model for each machine in the system to build an equivalent model which
is denoted by single machine-to equivalent bus SMEB. A single line diagram depicts the
network configuration for machine-i is shown in fig.(1).
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Figure (1): A group of buses are connected to synchronous machine via an overhead
transmission line for each bus. Where buses 1,2, and n are connected to other system

elements

Firstly, determining the injected current at machine bus-i from the original configuration
of the system,
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From the equivalent SMEB shown in fig.(2) another formula could be obtained for the
injected current at bus-i.

Figure (2): Single machine-to equivalent bus SMEB

Secondly, determining the injected current at machine bus-i from the equivalent SMEB
system,
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After some calculations the following equations will be obtained.
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Comparing equations (2,3) with equations (5,6) respectively, the equivalent parameters
of the SMEB can be obtained.
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3.Adaptation Of Parallel Microprocessors:

Using the proposed approach the system is converted to groups of SMEB. Thus the
adaptation of parallel microprocessors is suitable using the proposed parallelized
algorithms [13-16]. The system comprises central microprocessor (CMP) and
decentralized microprocessors (DCMP) for each machine. The CMP receives the output
variables from each machine microprocessor DCMP then CMP executes its function
which is transferring the required variables to each machine DCMP which will be used
to compute the updated equivalent parameters of the equivalent models of the machines.
Schematic diagram to represent the adaptation of parallel microprocessors using the
parallelized algorithms is shown in fig.(3).

Figure (3): Schematic diagram representing the parallelized algorithms

4. Case Under Study:

The proposed approach is adapted on 9-bus, 3-machine test system used in [2], with
bus1 is taken as an infinite bus. System configuration is shown in fig.(4). Then the test
system is reduced to two groups of SMEB using the proposed approach as shown in
fig.(5).
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Figure (4): Network configuration of the test
system

Figure (5): Two groups of SMEB
produced by the proposed approach

The equivalent parameters are evaluated according to the derived equations in (7), and
then a MATLAB/SIMULINK model based on MATLAB 7.0 is constructed to simulate
the power system when subjected to various physical disturbances.

4.1 System Results:

A MATLAB/SIMULINK model shown in fig.(6.a) is constructed based on the proposed
method using the classical model for synchronous machine representation to obtain
rotor angle ( ), angular speed ( ) of the two machines. When the system is subjected to;
Firstly, sustained 20% sudden reduction in mechanical torque of machine3, System
results are shown in fig.(7). Secondly, 300ms three phase short circuit at the infinite bus
as shown in fig.(8).

Figure (6):a. MATLAB/SIMULINK model representing the operation of parallel
microprocessors
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Also, MATLAB/SIMULINK model shown in fig.(6.b) is constructed based on
conventional method using the classical model for synchronous machine representation
to obtain the same parameters and identical time responses are given as shown in
fig.(7,8).

Figure (6):b. MATLAB/SIMULINK model using conventional method

Figure (7): 2 , 3 , 2 and 3 due to
sustained 20% sudden reduction in

mechanical torque of machine 3

Figure (8): 2 , 3 , 2 and 3 due to 300ms
three phase short circuit at the infinite bus
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5. Conclusions:

In this paper a detailed mathematical model for parallel algorithms is derived to solve
the TSA without using any iterative method so that, a considerable reduction in
computational simulation time is obtained. Also a MATLAB/SIMULIK model is
constructed based on the conventional time domain method and identical responses due
to various physical disturbances are obtained. So that this method has a wide range of
applications in online control, adaptive control, and transient stability analysis
calculations especially for large-scale power systems.
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Nomenclatures:

δ … Power angle
ω … Rotor angular speed

i, j … Voltage angle of bus-i, and bus-j respectively
ij … Angle of line admittance between bus-i and bus-j
ii … Angle of self admittance of bus-i from the bus admittance matrix

eqi … Voltage angle of the equivalent artificial bus connected to machine-i
eqi … Angle of line admittance connected to machine-i

iI
~  … Injected current at bus-i
Pi … Injected active power at bus-i
Qi … Injected reactive power at bus-i

iS~  … Injected apparent power at bus-i
ji V~,V~  … Voltage of bus-i, and bus-j respectively
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ijY~  … Line admittance between bus-i and bus-j

iiY~  … The self admittance of bus-i from the bus admittance matrix
piY~  … The summation of line shunt admittance and local load admittance at bus-i

shiY~  … Line shunt admittance at bus-i
ldiY~  … Local load admittance at bus-i

Vi, Vj … Voltage magnitude of bus-i, and bus-j respectively
Yij … Magnitude of line admittance between bus-i and bus-j
Yii … Magnitude of self admittance of bus-i from the bus admittance matrix

eqiV~  … Voltage of the equivalent artificial bus connected to machine-i
Veqi … Voltage magnitude of the equivalent artificial bus connected to machine-i




